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Abstract
This main aim of this paper is to propose a new method for data integrity and confidentiality in cloud. In the past few
years cloud has become the buzzword in computing, however, this wide acceptance and ease of use exposed the new IT
based technology into a number of data integrity (correctness of data) and security issues. Integrity of user data in the
cloud servers is one of the most important concerns of users nowadays. Cloud computing has grown from being a
promising business concept to one of the fast growing segments of the IT industry. But as more and more information
on individuals and companies are placed in the cloud, concerns are beginning to grow about just how safe an environment it is. Security is one of the major issues which reduces the growth of cloud computing and complications with data
privacy and data protection continue to plague the market. Cloud service users need to be vigilant in understanding the
risks of data breaches in this new environment. So all previous studies have proved that there is a challenge facing the
cloud servers regarding security, integrity and confidentiality of user’s data. Moreover, the most difficult part in protecting user’s data is related to the Lack of confidence that comes from the clandestine which is the owner of the servers. In this dissertation, integrity of user’s data in the cloud servers which is considered as one of the most important
concerns of users nowadays will be handled. A method for protecting user’s data while being hosted will be deployed.
Keywords: MANETS, Blob-Seer, RBAC.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is an evolution of the way we use
computers that is now rapidly increasing its popularity
due to advancement of the internet technology. It is a
convenient in many ways but mostly because if you have
internet, you can access it and it also saves money.
It is hard to explain what exactly is the “cloud” but
essentially it is a computer that you can access from anywhere with an internet connection, which is very convenient now everyone has a smartphone. There are a lot
of different cloud services.
Email is one of the most popular, the files you have in
your inbox for example are stored on your email provider’s server. For a lot of time people used their email to
store documents they need firstly by sending an email to
themselves, than most providers featured some space you
could upload files, and we have services like Google
drive with more than 10gb of free space where you can
upload your stuff.
Different approaches to cloud computing is made by
huge companies. It is cheaper for them to leave the old
computers that can perfectly run the cloud service application and just pay little for great services.
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Another use of cloud computing, this time for small
companies, is using not only cloud hardware but software
too. For example it is not required to buy Microsoft office
and AutoCAD when it can rent for a lot cheaper.
The delivery of computing services over the Internet.
Cloud services allow individuals and businesses to use
software and hardware that are managed by third parties
at remote locations.
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient,
on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources. Could services can serve online
file storage, Social networking sites, Webmail and Online
business applications.
Cloud computing has grabbed the spotlight in the year
2013 at a conference in San Francisco, with vendors
providing plenty of products and services that equip IT
with controls to bring order to cloud chaos. Cloud computing trend is increasing rapidly so to make cloud computing more popular the very first step for the organization is to identify exact area where the cloud related
threats lie. At an unusual pace, cloud computing has
transformed business and government. And this created
new security challenges. The development of the cloud
service model provide business – supporting technology
in a more efficient way than ever before .the shift from
server to service based technology brought a drastic
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change in computing technology. However these developments have created new security vulnerabilities, including security issues whose full impressions are still
rising. [1]

2. Related Works
Various authors proposed different frameworks to detect
and stop large number of attacks which are discussed
below. Integrity of user data in the cloud servers is one
of the most important concerns of users nowadays. In
this paper we will analyze different methodologies and
protocols, which the customer/users can use to check the
correctness of their data with the simplest possible way
and less overhead at the customer side and to overcome
the challenges faced by cloud servers for the security and
integrity of user’s data.
Authors in [1] proposed a generic management framework which allows the providers to enforce complex
security policies. They designed an expressive policy
description language to be easily interfaced with various
data management systems. They efficiently protected a
data storage system by evaluating their security framework on top of BlobSeer data management platform.
Other work investigated the problem of assuring customer
integrity. In order to provide a way for the user to check
data integrity the authors provided a scheme. This proof
can be agreed up on by both the cloud provider and customer and can be in corporate in the service level agreement.
The Authors in [2] suggested four methods for cloud
security and privacy which are access control method
which is an application of Role Based Access Control
(RBAC), and policy integration method which is a dynamic policy control mechanism, and Identity management method which prevent the un-authorized secondary
usage of data. And user control method which solves the
problem of cloud users losing
control of their data.
In [3] the researcher focused on technical security issues such as VM-Level attacks, isolation failure, management interface, and compromise and compliance risks.
They proposed a cloud security architecture using which
organizations can protect themselves against threats and
attacks. The key points for architecture are single-sign on,
increased availability, single management console and
virtual machine protection.
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A. problem justification
Integrity of user data in the cloud servers is one of the
most important concerns of users nowadays. In this paper
we will analyze different methodologies and protocols,
which the customer/users can use to check the correctness
of their data with the simplest possible way and less
overhead at the customer side and to overcome the challenges faced by cloud servers for the security and integrity of user’s data.
Our paper discusses the model based on MAS architecture of cloud and data encoding mechanism to enhance
the integrity of Data centers. Multi Agent Systems (MAS)
are basically used in artificial intelligence area as a technique for finding solution to the problems.
Cloud computing paradigm brings a lot of security
challenges which are still to be resolved. The main concern is about the Integrity of data in cloud data storage. If
a cloud service provider modify or delete our data from
the storage due to some private problem then in that case
how will we be able to verify that our data is modified or
how will we be able to generate proofs that our data has
been altered. These all are very serious issues related to
Cloud computing .So in this paper we have discussed the
current security mechanism to ensure the integrity of data
in cloud storage. We have suggested a third party auditing
mechanism to verify the integrity of data periodically
without accessing the whole data.

3. An Approach for Data Integrity
Data security Issue-when we talk about data storage in
the cloud computing or on premise application deployment model, the sensitive data of every enterprise continues to reside within the enterprise boundary and is
focus to its physical, logical and personnel security and
access control guidelines. Though in Software-as- a Service model or public cloud the enterprise data is stored
outside the enterprise boundary, by the CSP. So as a result, the CSP must agree to implement additional security
checks to ensure data security and need to prevent
breaches because of security vulnerabilities in the application or through malicious employees. These all above
concern issues require to use a strong encryption techniques for the protection of the data because the some
traditional encryption which have been used since, are
not as powerful as we need. The data protection needs to
be implemented in order to secure data from the following uncertainties.
The main idea is enabling the customer to monitor the
hosted data remotely. The normal case is that the cus-
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tomer will never know whether hosted data has been
modified or not since there is no tool for such table.
A snapshot of the data will be stored before being outsourced along with a hash value that should be immune
to change or modification. An agent will be sent to check
the hash value frequently and accordingly the data integrity as illustrated in Fig [1]. Whenever a change takes
place within the hosted data then the calculated hash is
matched to the stored one and accordingly a modification
can be observed.

Hashed value

Static Agent

Customer Data
Hosting Party

Data

Calculated Hashed value
(code)

Data Owner

Figure 1. Integrity checking Model

Trust issue Trust in the both conventional IT business
and cloud computing need to be earned. Trust is also a
major issue in cloud computing. Trust revolve around
assurance and confidence that people, data, objects, information will perform or behave in projected way. Trust
can be in between, human to human, machine to machine, human to machine or machine to human. Therefore in cloud computing when any user store their data
on cloud storage, they must have trust to the cloud provider so that they don’t scare to put their data on cloud,
likewise we use Gmail server, yahoo server because we
trust our provider. As we know that cloud is becoming
popular, many people are using cloud but still people
have some doubt in their confidential mind that their data
might not be safe in the cloud like they don’t put their
account no, passport copy and other confidential information they might think that their information may be
stolen or misused. Therefore cloud provider must have to
come forward to tackle with the trust issue and build
trust with the users so that more and more people will be
able to take advantage of cloud computing without having any doubt.
Data locality issue in the data storage model of cloud
computing environment the user the applications provided by the service provider and process their data but
in this scenario the user does not have any knowledge
3

about where their data is being stored, in many situations
this can be a legal issue.
Data integrity Data integrity in the cloud system means
preserving information integrity. The data should not be
lost or modified by unauthorized users. Data integrity is
the basis to provide cloud computing service such as
SaaS, PaaS, and IaaS. Data integrity can be obtained by
techniques such as RAID-like strategies and digital signature.
Cloud computing provides a distributed computing environment comprises of heterogeneous components like hardware, software, firmware, networking as
well as services. It changed the entire process that distributed computing used to present e.g. Grid computing,
server-client computing. Cloud computing describes recent developments in many existing IT technologies and
separates application and information resources from
underlying infrastructure.
Cloud computing generally works on three type architecture namely:
SaaS (Software as a Service).
PaaS (Platform as a Service).
IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service).
There are different issues and concerns with each of the
cloud computing technology.

4. Implementation
This part illustratest how the system it work.

Figure. 2 System’s Home page

The home screen enables the admin to choose the operation mode. The verification and authentication phases
run through this mode as shown in Fig [2].
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Figure.5 Tracking Report

A report for tracking files and folders that contain the
required attributes through which a modification can be
observed is illustrated in Fig [5].

5. Results

Figure. 3 Monitoring System

Fig [3] illustrates the monitoring interface through which
the users’ actions those are logon to the system can be
controlled. The data owner can verify whether any body
including the hosting party is logged on.

All previous studies and predicts have proved
that there is a challenge facing the cloud servers regarding security, integrity and confidentiality of user’s data.
Moreover, the most difficult part in protecting user’s data
is related to the Lack of confidence that comes from the
clandestine which is the owner of the servers.
In this dissertation, integrity of user’s data in the cloud
servers which is considered as one of the most important
concerns of users nowadays.
To what content the objective have been
achieved, so upon entering the user who is not authorized
to enter, the system will monitor any modification or
change is happening and give a detailed solicitation
statements, whether edit, have been changed. And here
the data integrity and confidentiality has been achieved.
Also the system latency was reduced, also the used
bandwidth was reduced will the feedback or the acknowledgment massage, and also can optimizing the
periodical check timing, it’s also develop the integrity
part and to achieve the check for the unauthorized access
and monitor the storage are activates and all modification, and generate simple feedback acknowledgment
message.

Figure. 4 Users Signing Interface

And interface for signing and interacting with the system
is illustrated in Fig [4].

6. Conclusion
Cloud computing is a technology of rapid development,
however security problems have become obstacles to
make the cloud computing more popular which must be
solves. This proposed a security model and framework
for secure cloud computing environment that identifies
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security requirements, attacks, threats, concerns
associated to deployment of the clouds. At the same time
cloud computing technology is not just a technical
problem, it is also involves standardization, supervising
mode, laws and regulations, and many other aspects,
there are many novels to check the integrity and
confidentiality issue in cloud computing, in this
dissertation it was used a new novel approach to achieve
the data integrity and confidentiality in cloud that are
check the data in cloud if it’s modified or manipulated
through an authorized user or from the clandestine that it
is the owner of the servers that all data it has been
hoisted on his servers, through monitor all folders and
files with a contents of user data, through a calculate a
total bytes of each files and also give a last modify for
each files and overview for all data that has been traced,
and these application can used in transaction bank as
example or any company that are the data has been
hosted in another place. Cloud computing is
accompanied by development opportunities and
challenges, along with the security problem be solved
step by step, cloud computing will grow, the application
will also become more and more wide.
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